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Learning Objectives:
 Discover how to implement best practices at your agency to:






Drive consistent program growth
Drive down the cost of sales per admission
Leverage the time, talent and resources of Sales Leadership
Build the best training program
Implement the right metrics

 Learn how to do a head-to-toe assessment of your sales,
marketing and referral management programs to:
 Optimize growth and control costs
 Understand if you have the right Structure, People, Processes and
Technology

 Understand the importance of a growth centric culture and
referral management.
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What’s Your Plan for 2022
• How will you continue to grow your census?
• What budget adjustments have you made?
• Have you conducted an assessment of your structure?
• How will you lead in 2022 to further your culture of
growth?

Most Important Goals
• Consistent Census Growth
• Grow market share in an expanding market

• Decrease Cost of Sales per Admission (CSA)
• Incrementally increase admissions for all Sales Professionals

• Optimize Sales / Business Development Program
• Right people
• Right structure
• Right processes
• Right technology
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Consistent Census Growth
Know Your Market Share
Two Components to Census Growth:
Admissions
Length of Stay

Need Good Mix of Referral Partners:
Hospitals – high number of referrals – short length of stay (hospice)
SNFs, ALFs, Group Homes, CCRCs and ILFs – longer length of stay –
patients in concentrated geography
Physician practices – key to long-term predictable growth
Community – good for branding and source of new potential
Referral Partners – longer length of stay

Optimize Business Development Infrastructure
How to Perform a Head-to-Toe Assessment of Your Program:
• Right Metrics?
• Right Structure?
• Right People?
• Right Technology?
• Right Sales Process?
• Right Training?
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Assess Your Program
Complete TOWS Analysis for Your Organization and
Your Sales Team
• Threats
• Opportunities
• Weaknesses
• Strengths

• Complete a Cultural Assessment for Growth Centricity

Calculating Cost of Sales per Admission
Develop Your Bucket of Expenses to Include:
Fully loaded cost of Sales Team (Sales Professionals plus Sales Leadership)
including expense accounts, mileage or car allowances, incentives and bonuses
Marketing expenses including advertising, collateral materials, giveaway items,
social media, community events and other marketing initiatives
Some organizations include the referral center in the cost of sales per admission

Calculation:
Cost of Sales per Admission (CSA) =
Total Sales & Marketing Expenses / Total Admissions
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Driving Down the CSA
Increased Admissions per Sales Professional:
Value of the Sales Team to the organization is incremental growth, month over
month, quarter over quarter and year over year
Keys to Drive Down CSA:
Optimize Sales Structure
Leverage Sales Leadership
Increase Admissions per Sales Professional
Implement Inside Sales
Optimize Referral Management Process

The Right Metrics
Measuring Success – What Are the Right Metrics?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total Census Growth / Census by Branch Office or Service Area
Admissions per Sales Professional per month
Number of ‘A’ accounts managed
Admissions from ‘A’ accounts
Relative value of admissions generated by each Sales Professional
Time from referral to admission
Conversion rate
Number of sales calls per Sales Professional
Efficiency Rating (number of calls per admission) for each Sales Professional
Return on Investment (ROI)
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Right Structure?

VP of Sales / Director of
Business Development

Marketing
Department

Physician Sales

Facility Sales / Care
Transition

Sales Coach

Key Account Sales / Contracting
/ Network Development

Inside Sales

Right People?
• Do you have Sales Leadership capable of
managing, mentoring, coaching and
supporting rapid growth?
• Are your Sales Professionals capable of
driving significant growth in their
territories?
• Do you have the right people in Referral
Management (Intake)?
• Do you have inside sales support?
• Does your agency have a growth centric
culture?
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The Four Roles of Sales Managers
Sales Managers have four main roles:
1. Manager
2. Trainer
“Before you are a leader, success is
3. Coach
about growing yourself. When you
4. Mentor
become a leader, success is all about
growing others.” - Jack Welch

Leverage Sales Leadership’s Time
Principal Ways to Leverage Sales Leadership’s Time,
Talent and Resources:
1. Outsource Sales Training
2. Implement Sales Coach
3. Use CRM Effectively
4. Fierce Time Blocking
5. Use Market Intelligence Data to Drive Strategic
Decision Making
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Optimize Sales Performance
• Evaluate Sales Professionals based on three basic areas for
performance improvement
• Consistent assessment of skills and ever evolving plan for
improvement
• Maximize coaching by adding Sales Coach
• Coaching for all Sales Professionals – your greatest ROI is
on coaching and providing advanced training for your Top
Performers and those at or above expectations

Sales Professional Success Formula
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Field Coaching and Assessment

Right Technology?
• Customer Relationship
Management (CRM)
• Market Intelligence Data
• Referral Management in
EMR integrated with CRM
• Communication that
supports the Team
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Using CRM and Market Intelligence Data
• Dashboards set up to understand activity and success
by Sales Professional at a glance
• Require all Sales Professionals to use the solution on a
real-time basis
• Market intelligence data used to create ratings and
target the right accounts
• Market data also used to align territories

Using Your CRM to Manage
• Get your team set up to succeed – time and territory management
• Establish frequencies based on ratings, build route lists, set activity
expectations
• Using CRM to Manage Team and Leverage Time
• CRM is not big brother, it is a tool to support your team to be most
effective, efficient and successful.
• The team’s use of the CRM will make you much more effective, efficient
and successful.
• Note: Usually, the salespeople that are resistant to CRM use are ones who
do not want to be accountable.
2
0
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Territory Alignment Keys to Success
• Each territory should be developed using the current
accounts trailing twelve-month production.
• To the extent possible, territories should have an
equal number of admissions from current accounts
plus an equal number of potential A accounts.
• Real world says the territories will never be equal, so
key is to have sufficient potential for success and base
quotas on historical admissions.

HOSPICE SALES PROCESS
Right Sales Process?
VALUE PROPOSITION

INTELLIGENT QUESTIONS

Your Value Propositions should be
at the center of everything you do.

Asking Intelligent Qualifying and
Probing Questions are the keys to

They should be woven into every
conversation.

Superstar Success. Discover
account problems, challenges and
frustrations.

TIME AND TERRITORY
MANAGEMENT
How you Manage Your Time and
Accounts makes a huge difference
in your ability to generate
admissions to exceed your
productivity expectations.

TARGETING
Targeting the Right Accounts is
essential in today’s market. You
cannot be all things to all people
and must stay focused.

PRESENT SOLUTION &
GAIN COMMITMENT
Matching Your Valuable Solution
to their stated problems,
challenges and frustrations makes
closing the sale easy.

VALUE
PROPOSITION

HANDLING OBJECTIONS
When you are prepared to Handle
the Most Common Objections,
you will increase admissions
dramatically.
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Right Training?
• Must be Industry Specific
• Needs Assessment Selling
• Sales Process Driven
• Coachable
• Basic Training for Entire Team
• Disease Specific Sales Education
• Measurable Results

Sales Training
• Basic Sales Training – Must be industry specific
• Home Health or Hospice 101 Training
• Advanced Sales Training – Top Performers
• Sales Management Training
• Sales Coach Training
• Ongoing Sales Training with Sales Campaigns
• Aligned with Organizational Objectives
• Disease Specific or Service Specific
• Reinforces sales process and training and hardwires the practices
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What We Learned from the Pandemic
• Complete restructuring of sales to adjust to the new
pandemic realities.
• Access was changed
• Communication adapted
• Value Propositions reinforced
• Telehealth the new standard

• We can never go back to the old way of selling.

• Leverage time with alternative communication methods
• Not all sales calls have to be in-person contacts
• Selling self and stuff doesn’t work anymore

Account Rating Methodology
• Account Ratings are critical to all elements of driving success
for your sales team
• Two components:
• Historical Admissions – ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’, ‘P’ – objective based on trailing twelvemonth admissions
• Potential to Become an ‘A’ Account – 1 or 2 rating is subjective based on
potential – using market intelligence data, anecdotal information and
personal experience and knowledge

• G5 Accounts are the Sales Professional’s top 5 accounts when
based on potential growth over the coming 90 days
• P1 are the Hot Growth Prospects – no admissions over trailing
twelve-months – finite number of P1 accounts – 3 ways to get
off the list
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Account Ratings

G5 and P1 Account Lists
• Both are good for sales contests depending on current organizational
objectives.
• G5 accounts may be any rating but represent the top potential for growth
over the next 90 days.
• Keep your team focused on G5 accounts, by definition they are the top
opportunity for growth.
• P1 are prospects (no admissions in last 12 months) that have the potential
to become ‘A’ accounts. Finite number (norm is 20).
• Make them defend the list and to remove a P1 without having them refer,
they have to answer the question, “What would it take to for you to refer to
my agency?”
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Territory Alignment / Quotas
• First step make sure all of the accounts are rated
• # of existing A accounts and # of potential A accounts (B1, C1, P1)
• Trailing 12 months
• 12 for HH recommended for A rating
• 6 for Hospice recommended for A rating

Quotas are developed based on the historical admissions over trailing 12 months plus a growth
factor
West Territory
Home Health Example
Hospice Example
Example:
Quotas
HH 36 / mo. +1 QOM
HSP 20 / mo. +1 / Qtr.

7 ‘A’ accounts

112 admits (9.33 / mo.)

72 admits (6 / mo.)

16 ‘B1’ accounts

144 admits (12 / mo.)

78 admits (6.5 / mo.)

10 ‘B2’ accounts

78 admits (6.5 / mo.)

42 admits (3.5 /mo.)

11 ‘C1’ accounts

48 admits (4 / mo.)

22 admits (1.83 / mo.)

28 ‘C2’ accounts

56 admits (4.66 / mo.)

33 admits (2.75 / mo.)

20 ‘P1’ accounts

0 admits

0 admits

91 accounts

438 admits (36.5 / mo.)

247 admits (20.58 / mo.0

Take Action
Once you have the right People, Processes and
Technology in place, Look for Ways to Drive Higher ROI
and Lower CSA (in this order):
1. Optimize Structure
2. Leverage Sales Leadership Time
3. Increase Productivity for EVERY Sales Professional
4. Improve Effectiveness of Referral Management
Processes
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Email me:

Michael@HealthcareStrategica.com

Text me:
919.260.3315

Questions?
Questions?
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